
THE ART OF PERSUASION



Character may almost be called the 
most effective means of persuasion.

Aristotle 



Robert Cialdini

Daniel Pink

Mark Manson



Open your email system and then your “sent” tab. 
How many of those emails are: 

• A request for someone to do something,  
• An instruction on what needs to be done,  
• A question about progress, 
• A report or  
• Anything meant to influence or persuade?

Exercise:



Open your email system and then your “sent” tab. 
How many of those emails are: 

• A request for someone to do something,  
• An instruction on what needs to be done,  
• A question about progress, 
• A report or  
• Anything meant to influence or persuade?

Exercise:

Eight out of eleven = 72%    



Time and motion studies show that a 
person with a job, a partner and a 
child will spend 67% of their day 

persuading or influencing outcomes.

Whether you realise it or not - you work 
in the sales department of your life.



Many people avoid learning to be 
persuasive because of a concern that they 

do not have the right to influence the 
decisions and thinking of another soul. 

This generally happens because they were  
unfairly influenced (over powered?) by those 

with authority during their formative years. 

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM



THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM

They therefore don’t learn the powers of 
persuasion, which leaves them vulnerable  
to those who have… 

…and the damage continues.

Their reaction is to not inflict the same kind of 
pressure on another person because it was 

so damaging to them.



These previous bad experiences with 
people whose power was used badly, 

negatively or abusively - demonstrate the 
kind of power that no one aspires to.

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM

(Often we can only learn what was demonstrated - 
meaning that we ‘model’ what we hated so much.)



Some people seem to think they can grind others into 
submission, by simply reiterating their point of view constantly.

They are predominantly:

Falling back on the power of position…  ordering others to 
do what they want. Brute & blunt force in it’s ugliest form.

NAGGING

COERCION

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM



Exercise:

What has been your experience with persuading 
others and being persuaded by others?

How do you feel when others nag you or try and 
coerce you into doing something they want you to do?

How do you feel when you nag you or try and coerce 
others into doing something you want them to do?



• Thinking that you are good at persuasion.	 
• Trying too hard to persuade. 		  
• Failing to put in the effort required.  
• Talking too much. 
• Providing too much information, creating confusion.  
• Getting desperate. 	 	  
• Being afraid of rejection.  
• Not being prepared. 	 	  
• Fear of being seen as pushy.

THE BARRIERS



Exercise:

What do you consider are your barriers to being 
able to persuade others?

What do you need to change?



• Healthy self esteem  
• Good emotional intelligence 
• High self motivation

THE SKILLS REQUIRED
PERSONAL SKILLS



• Empathy 
• Good Listening Skills 
• Rapport Building 
• Excellent Communication Skills 
• Being organised

THE SKILLS REQUIRED
INTER-PERSONAL SKILLS



Exercise:

How do you rate your personal skills?

How do you rate your interpersonal skills?

Which skills need attention?



The first step of persuasion is always to identify those people  
that at a given time are persuadable to your point of view.

PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASION
THE BASICS

PERSUASION IS NOT MANIPULATION
Manipulation is coercion through force to get someone to do something 
that is not in their own interest. Persuasion is the art of getting people 
to do things that are in their own best interest that also benefit you.

PERSUADE THE PERSUAD-ABLE
Most people can be persuaded, given the right timing and context, but 
not necessarily in the short term.



The first art of persuasion is learning how to consistently talk to people 
about them; if you do that then you'll always have their captive attention.

PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASION
THE BASICS

CONTEXT AND TIMING 
The basics building blocks of persuasion are context and timing.  
Context creates a relative standard of what's acceptable. Timing 
dictates what we want from others and life.

YOU HAVE TO BE INTERESTED
You can never persuade somebody who's not interested in what you’re 
saying. We are all most interested in ourselves.



PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASION
THE BASICS

SET EXPECTATIONS
Much of persuasion is managing other's expectations to trust in your 
judgment. The CEO who promises a 20% increase in sales and delivers 
a 30% increase is rewarded, while the same CEO who promises a 
40% increase and delivers 35% is punished.

DON’T ASSUME
Don't ever assume what someone needs, always offer your value. In 
sales we often hold back from offering our products/services because 
we assume others don't have the money or interest.  



Facing the hard truths are the most piercing, 
meaningful events that happen in our lives.

PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASION
THE BASICS

IMAGES MATTER
What we see is more potent that what we hear.   
Perfect your first impressions.  
Master the ability to paint an image for others.

TRUTH TELL
Sometimes the most effective way to persuade somebody, is by telling 
them the things about themselves that nobody else is willing to say.



PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASION
PERSONAL SKILLS

Sometimes it's as straightforward as eye contact, 
physical touch, laughter, excitement in verbal 

responses, or even just active listening.

BEHAVIOURAL FLEXIBILITY
It's the person with the most flexibility, not the most power, who's 
in control.

LEARN TO TRANSFER ENERGY
Some people drain us of our energy, while others infuse us with it. 
The most persuasive people know how to transfer their energy to 
others, to motivate and invigorate them.  



The art of persuasion lies in simplifying something down to its 
core, and communicating to others what they really care about.

COMMUNICATING CLEARLY IS KEY
If you can't explain your concept or point of view to a 15 year old, 
such that they could explain it with sufficient clarity to another adult, 
it's too complicated.  

BEING PREPARED GIVES YOU THE ADVANTAGE
Your starting point should always be to know more about the 
people and situations around you. Meticulous preparation allows 
for effective persuasion. 

PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASION
PERSONAL SKILLS



Above all keep your proposition clear and easily understood.

DETACH: STAY CALM IN CONFLICT

In situations of heightened emotion, you'll always have the most 
leverage by staying calm, detached and unemotional. In conflict, 
people turn to those in control of their emotions, and trust them.

PRINCIPLES OF PERSUASION
PERSONAL SKILLS



HOW TO BUILD TRUST
BE RELIABLE

BE HONEST

BE OPEN

SHOW INTEGRITY

• Do what you promised 
• Honour your promises

• Tell the truth 
• Speak from the heart 
• Express your feelings

• Volunteer information 
• Indicate what you won’t say

• Keep secrets 
• Display loyalty 
• Keep calm - it’s appreciated 
• Avoid labelling & name calling 
• Commit to personal change



Exercise:

If you want to build trust you’ve got to give others the 
opportunity to make a connection with the real you, 
including who you are emotionally….

Do you say what represents your true feelings?

What influences your decision to share your true 
feelings?



Cialdini discovered through series of experiments, 
seven concepts which proved to reliably affect 

peoples choices, decisions and actions.  

These ideas are often counter intuitive or  
contrary to what we may have been taught. 

They are… 

ROBERT CIALDINI



Attaching a reason to a request  
increases the success rate:

REASON WHY

Success rate = 94% vs 60% 
without the “reason why”.

 “I have 5 pages, can I use the  
photocopier before you because  

I’m up against a deadline?” 



A small unsolicited gift creates a 
larger reciprocal response.

• Lexus #1 Sales person. 
• Salespeople who bring coffee. 
• Hare Krisna flowers. 
• Lolly bags from the mechanic.

RECIPROCATION



Reject & Retreat

If you want a kitten, ask for a pony first.

RECIPROCATION



RECIPROCITY IN ACTION
• Works best when the gift is early, unexpected and 

personalised. 
• Doesn’t have to be a physical gift - free service, Google 

review of their business, connections, access etc. 
• Showing effort yourself can trigger reciprocity  

(e.g a handwritten note). 
• Their perception of the value of a favour increases as 

time goes by. 
• Don’t accidentally devalue key products or services. 

Rather than ‘free thing’ try ‘$25 thing at no cost to you’.



We tend to remain consistent to our 
commitments (once we have made them).

COMMITMENT & CONSISTENCY

People were called and asked to predict what they 
would do if they were asked to volunteer for three 
hours to collect for charity. Three days later they 
were called an asked to volunteer. This led to an 

increase of volunteers by 700%.



CONSISTENCY IN ACTION
• Get them to take small actions that they will later 

reflect or live up to  
(e.g. filling out an appointment card or signing up for a demo). 

• Get them invested in a future action, such as 
submitting questions for a meeting. 

• Remind them of their investment to motivate them to 
take further action 

• Prevent them from setting negative precedents, 
such as stated positions that the other party doesn’t 
want to back down from.



We are influenced what others do.  
At an unfamiliar event or situation, we 

look for others for the correct or 
acceptable behaviour.

Table rush at a sales event. 
Testimonials by people similar to us (this is the 

reason for rags to riches stories). 
Salted donation plates at church.  

Amazon…

SOCIAL PROOF



SOCIAL PROOF IN ACTION
• Collect statistics, testimonials, images, or videos to 

show them how many people are already doing it. 
• Find stats or examples that are as similar to them as 

possible. A moderate but extremely specific 
testimonial is better than a glowing, general one. 

• Find ways to display or communicate positive reviews 
early. 

• Avoid giving social proof for behaviours you don’t want 
(e.g. “67% of people forget to do X—don’t be one of them!”).



LIKE-ABILITY

What makes us likeable?

Attractiveness 
Similarity 

Compliments 
Co-operation 
Conditioning 
Association



LIKEABILITY IN ACTION
• The similarities don’t have to be substantial - where 

you have lived, hobbies, pets and sports teams are 
just as effective. 

• The goal is to allow people to feel a positive, 
genuine connection with you. 

• Repeat important statements back to them, and 
use their words  
(e.g don’t say they’re happy if they said ‘pleased’).



AUTHORITY
The greater the perceived authority of a 

person, the more likely people are to comply.
• Hospitals have a 12% daily error rate.  

This is because nurses and junior doctors will 
very rarely challenge the decision made by an 
authority figure, despite receiving potentially 
lethal or bizarre requests. 

• Andrew G and the clipboard. 
• Electric shocks pushed by ‘authorities’.



AUTHORITY IN ACTION
• Don’t just claim authority; use examples or metrics to 

demonstrate it. 
• Whenever possible, have your colleagues introduce 

your qualifications, and do the same for them. 
• Choose your clothes to express authority, but in a way 

that’s relatable. 
• Whenever possible, place yourself in the centre or have 

the person in the centre deliver important statements.



We are more motivated to act if we think 
we are going to lose something, than if 

we are to gain something. 

“Save $100/mth”  
is not as effective as,  

“You are losing $100/mth” 

Auctions often work because of the FOMO

SCARCITY



SCARCITY IN ACTION
• Focus on what is genuinely rare and unique. 
• Remember that you can frame scarcity as loss 

aversion. 
• Sharing exclusive information creates scarcity 

without faking it. 
• Urgency alone isn’t enough; you must give them 

clear instructions to take.



Given a choice between an immediate reward 
($1,000 right now) and a reward we have to wait for 

($2,000 in two years), (63%) took the $1,000. 

Those who saw images of their current selves (the 
‘Me Now’ group) directed an average of $80 into their 

retirement account.  
 

Those who saw images of their future selves (‘Me 
Later’ group) allocated more than twice  that - $172”.

X-FACTOR = IMMEDIACY



Exercise:

Pick two of Cialdini’s principles that you will work on 
improving this month.

Come up with at least two strategies you will use to 
improve on both of those principles.



DANIEL PINK
Former speech writer for Al Gore, Pink’s work 

borrows from research conducted by behavioural 
scientists studying decision making, preferences in 

difficult situations and reactions to pressure.

Pink talks about “framing”.

(In personal development we talk 
about “reframing”)



THE ‘LESS’ FRAME

Consumers were sent to either booth A or B. 
Booth A offered 24 varieties. 
Booth B offered 9.  
A, sold 3% of visitors. 
B, sold 30%.

The choice is blunt, clear & simple.



THE ‘EXPERIENCE’ FRAME

Many studies have shown that people 
derive much greater satisfaction from 
purchasing experiences than they do  

from purchasing goods”.

Focus on what they will feel rather  
than on what they will get!



THE ‘LABEL’ FRAME
Participants played a board game in 

which co-operation was rewarded with 
progress on the board.

The neatest group by far was the one that 
had been labeled ‘neat’ by the instructor.

• In the Wall Street Game, 32% of participants cooperated.  
• In the Community Game, 66% reached mutually beneficial result”.



THE ‘BLEMISHED’ FRAME

Always mention the ‘down’ side!

A: Totally positive information or  
B: All positives with one minor negative

Potential buyers in a boot store were given:

The B group purchased 42% more than A.



THE ‘POTENTIAL’ FRAME
Fans were asked to assign the salary of a player 
in their sixth season. They were furnished with 

the players numbers re tackles, busts, etc. 
The numbers were identical.

Remember to mention the 
ONGOING benefits of a decision.

Player A was labelled a Rookie & Player B a Veteran. 
Player A received 25% more.



PAUL BLACKBURN

Blackburn maintains that people who are not 
specifically told what to do…

• No formal research. 
• No academic qualifications.

(But has sold $40M products and services across multiple industries) 

The 
School 
Of Hard 
Knocks

…will very often NOT take the next step in a 
negotiation - even when it is in their best 

interests to do so.



TELL THEM WHAT TO DO
You will never hear a school teacher say: 

“All you kids, get on the bus.”

A letter that gave students details on how to act 
had a huge effect. 25% of students deemed least 
likely to contribute actually made a contribution 

when they received a letter with a concrete 
appeal, a map, and a location for donating.

Clarity of thought without clarity on how to act 
will leave people unmoved.



TELL THEM WHAT TO DO NEXT
Example: 

My best sales ever… 
…were in Melbourne to a crowd that  didn’t  
want to buy because they were looking for  
ONE absent factor. When that factor turned  
up it was all hands on deck to take orders!

Clarity of thought without clarity on how to act 
will leave people unmoved.



1. Hear them out completely. 
2. Ask for more detail or feelings. 
3. Prove that you have “heard” them.  

(paraphrase it back) 
4. Agree what their position is. 
5. Confirm that you would be the in same position. 
6. BUT…
7. Supply extra information. 
8. Seek agreement.

THE DISAGREEMENT PROCESS



Richard Bach

Compelling reason will never 
convince blinding emotion.



The bully/victim exchanges are “no win” situations. 

VictimBully

1.  Do you know what they want? 
2.  Are you prepared to go there? 
    (If not why not?) 

3.  What can you offer? 
4.  What do you want in return?

THE ART OF PERSUASION

Your ability to Influence or Persuade boils down to how many 
of the grey areas in life you mange to turn into win/wins.

THE GUIDELINES



Download from the workshops tab of the members site.



Download from the workshops tab of the members site.



NEXT DAY Q&A 
Wednesday 19th June 8pm (Sydney time) 

WHAT NEXT?

You will be receive an email from ZOOM to access this session.

NEXT WORKSHOP: CREATING HAPPINESS 
Saturday 20th July 10am - 3pm (Sydney time)

Venue: 3 Harrigan’s Lane, Jacobs Well QLD



REMEMBER…

Post about your progress. 

Sharing problems is as important 
as sharing victories. 

Support each other. 

Ask me anything - I will answer as 
many questions as you ask! 


